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5 DYNAMIC USAGE-BASED PRINCIPLES IN L2 
FINNISH DEVELOPMENT 

This section presents the findings of this study. First, main results in relation to the 
four research questions are presented in Section 5.1. After that, a summary of the 
results of each substudy are presented.  

5.1 Main results of the study 

The general aim of this study was to trace the development of the constructions that 
four beginner learners of Finnish use to express evaluation and existentiality. 
Different aspects of development are studied with four research questions, which 
were presented in Section 1.2 of this introduction. The research questions are 
repeated here for the sake of clarity.  
 

 
1.  What kinds of interactions can be observed between the subsystems, i.e., 

the different linguistic means, that are used to express the same meaning? 
2.  What kinds of variability patterns can be observed in different 

subsystems and in the different constructions that are used to express the 
same meaning?  

3. How do L2 constructions develop over time in terms of lexical specificity 
and abstractness?  

4. What kinds of interactions can be observed between the development of 
constructions and instruction? 

 
The following paragraphs present summaries of the main results of the study in 
relation to these research questions. Before the main results, an overview will be 
given of the frequency of the phenomena investigated in the data. Table 11 shows the 
normalized frequencies of different constructions expressing evaluation over the 
whole period of observation (RQs 1 and 2).  
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Table 11 Normalized frequencies of different constructions expressing evaluation over the whole 
period of observation, all learners 

 Total  Verbal   Adjectival  Other  

Lena 118.95 58.22 57.75 2.98 

Alvaro 129.90 59.39 69.53 0.98 

Khadiza 136.72 69.64 59.79 7.29 

Jungo 125.93 65.00 59.75 1.18 

 
As shown in Table 11, all of the learners used almost exclusively verbal and 
adjectival constructions to express evaluation: the use of other constructions is very 
limited. This finding is not surprising in the light of previous research. As Alba-Juez 
and Thompson (2014: 10) point out, the lexical level is “the most evident level” of 
evaluative language when words with an “evaluative load” are used. It has also been 
shown that beginner L2 Finnish learners also use the lexical level when expressing 
the certainty of their opinions (Aalto 1997). Aalto (1997: 69) shows that a beginner L2 
Finnish learner used words like ehkä ‘maybe’ and vähän ‘a bit’ to express the certainty 

of his opinions while his speaking partner who is an L1 Finnish speaker uses also the 
syntactic level.  

In Table 12, the number of utterances with the haluta ‘want’ and tykätä ‘like’ 
constructions are prensented (RQ 3). Only the non-normalized frequencies are 
presented, because in substudy 3, the analysis is based on the non-normalized data.  

Table 12 Number of utterances with haluta ‘want’ and tykätä ’like’, all learners 

 haluta ‘want’ tykätä ‘like’ 

Lena 49 34 

Alvaro 36 26 

Khadiza 43 33 

Jungo 34 35 

 

Table 13 shows the number of constructions used to express existentiality (RQ 4).  

Table 13 Number of constructions used to express existentiality, all learners 

 Number of constructions  Number of constructions  
per 100 words 

Lena 39 15.67 

Alvaro 30 9.82 

Khadiza 22 11.20 

Jungo 54  34.40 
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Table 13 shows that expressions of existentiality were not very frequent in the data 
set when compared to the expressions of evaluation. Regarding differences between 
the learners, there is more variation in the frequencies of constructions used to 
express existentiality (Table 13) than in the frequencies of evaluative constructions 
(Table 11). However, from the qualitative point of view, the constructions used to 
express existentiality are highly variable (see Examples 40–42).  

 
1. When the learner is expressing a certain meaning, different linguistic 

constructions may show a competitive interaction with each other or one 
type may be used at the expense of the other (RQ1) 

 
In Complex Dynamic Systems Theory (CDST), the developing L2 is seen as a 
complex, dynamic system. This system consists of different subsystems, for example 

of phonology, morphology, and syntax, which work together as a whole (Verspoor & 
van Dijk, 2011). In this study, the linguistic means used by the learners to express 
evaluation are seen as a system consisting of subsystems, namely verbal and 
adjectival constructions. According to CDST, three kinds of interaction between 
subsystems can be observed: 1) competitive 2) supportive and 3) conditional. In a 
competitive relationship, the subsystems compete for the same resources, which 
leads to the situation that one construction is used or develops at the expense of 
another. In a supportive relationship, two constructions develop in unison because 
they support each other’s growth. In a conditional relationship, one construction 
needs to develop to a certain extent (e.g. a certain frequency in the use of a 
construction needs to be achieved) before the other can develop. (Verspoor & van 
Dijk 2011: 86.) 

In this study, it was found that all of the learners used almost exclusively verbal 
and adjectival constructions to express evaluation, and the use of these constructions 
occurred in phases. The smoothed data (for data smoothing see Gunst & Mason 1980: 
39; Peltier 2009) were used to detect these phases and they show that at times verbal 
constructions were used more frequently than adjectival constructions and vice versa. 
The smoothed data also reveal how the frequencies of the constructions are changing 
over time within the phases, i.e. whether the frequencies are increasing or decreasing 
over time.  

All learners used first verbal constructions and in this verbal phase, the use of 
adjectival constructions was limited. Once adjectival constructions were explored 
and used, the use of verbal constructions decreased and became less variable. In 
other words, the increase in the use of adjectival constructions happened at the 
expense of verbal constructions. These patterns can be seen clearly in Lena’s data in 
Figure 1517. Similar patterns were detected in all learners’ data, but for some learners 
they are less pronounced. Also the timing of these phases differs among the learners. 

                                                
17 The numbers 1 – 3 at the top of the graph refer to phases. In phase 1, verbal constructions were 

preferred, in phase 2, adjectival constructions were preferred, and in phase 3, there was no 
big difference in the use of constructions (for a more detailed discussion, see the original 
paper: Dynamic Usage-Based Principles in the Development of L2 Finnish Evaluative 
Constructions).  
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A more detailed discussion is provided in the second substudy: Dynamic Usage-
Based Principles in the Development of L2 Finnish Evaluative Constructions. 
 

 

Figure 15 Smoothed and normalized token and type frequencies of verbal and adjectival 
constructions: Lena 

The fact that one construction type is used at the expense of the other, as well as 
the competitive relationship between the two construction types (i.e. the frequencies 

of one type is decreasing while the frequencies of the other is increasing) show that 
when learning to express meanings in social interaction, different aspects of the 
learner’s linguistic system do not develop in isolation but the different subsystems 
interact with each other. In a competitive relationship, limited resources, such as the 
learner’s cognitive carrying capacity, restrict the functioning of the system: when one 
aspect is used, the other aspect suffers temporarily. This study shows that one way of 
expressing a certain meaning may be pronounced at certain points in a learner’s 
development because of the learner’s limited resources. 

Interaction between the constructions was investigated with the quantitative 
method of data smoothing (Gunst & Mason 1980: 39; Peltier 2009). A qualitative 
inspection was used together with this visualization method to study the interaction 
in more detail. The qualitative analysis supported the observation of a competitive 
interaction between verbal and adjectival constructions. Figure 16 shows that Lena 
used only one adjectival-like construction, lempi 18  ‘favorite’, in her initial verbal 

phase. When she started to use more adjectival constructions in her adjectival phase, 
she relied strongly on only two verbal constructions, tykätä ‘like’ and haluta ‘want’, 

which were familiar to her from earlier use (see Figure 17). However, these 
constructions became more variable during these weeks. Similar kinds of patterns 

                                                
18 Lempi ’favorite’ can be categorized as a noun, but since its function and use are often similar to 

those of adjectives, in this study it is placed in the same group as adjectives  
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were detected in the other learners’ data, too (see the original article of the second 
substudy).  

 

Figure 16 Use of verbal constructions over time: Lena 

 

Figure 17 Use of adjectival constructions over time: Lena 
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This finding adds to a growing body of literature that shows that L2 is a complex, 
dynamic system in which different subsystems continuously affect each other, and a 
change in any one aspect has the potential to affect the whole system (see e.g. 
Spoelman & Verspoor 2010; Verspoor & van Dijk 2011; Tilma 2014; Chan, Verspoor, 
& Vahtrick 2015). The finding suggests that using both quantitative and qualitative 
analyses can give us a more precise picture of the interactions between different 
subsystems in L2 development. 

 
 

2. Variability is high when the learner is discovering and trying out different 
ways to express a certain meaning (RQ2) 

 
In CDST, variability, i.e., changes within one variable within one individual over 
multiple measuring points, is related to progress: high degrees of variability have 
been observed in the early stages of learning and variability typically decreases over 
time, as the learner develops. This kind of variability pattern is related to the 
learner’s attempts to perform the task. When the learner is trying out something new, 
he or she may discover many different strategies and the new and old strategies may 
alternate, which leads to an increase in variability. (Ellis 1994; Thelen & Smith 1994; 
Spoelman & Verspoor 2010; van Dijk et al. 2011; Tilma 2014; Chan, Verspoor & 
Vahtrick 2015; Lowie & Verspoor 2018). 

In this study, the variability in both evaluative and existential constructions was 
studied. For evaluative constructions, the variability was investigated from the point 
of view of different subsystems. In other words, as it was discovered that both verbal 
and adjectival constructions were used to express evaluation and that their use 
occurred in phases, the variability patterns of these constructions were investigated. 
Variability was operationalized in terms of variance, which shows how much a set of 
numbers on average deviates from the mean. The findings show that the subsystem 
that was being explored during that phase – either verbal or adjectival constructions - 
showed more variability than the other type. Moreover, when the learner started to 
explore one construction type more extensively, it exhibited more variability than 
before.  

This can be seen clearly for example in Lena’s data that are shown in Table 14 
(for other learners, see original research article of the second substudy: Dynamic 
Usage-Based Principles in the Development of L2 Finnish Evaluative Constructions). 
The higher token frequency variance of verbal constructions in phase 1a shows that 
when verbal constructions are used more frequently and in a more variable way 
compared to adjectival constructions (shown by higher token and type frequency of 
verbal constructions), there is more variability in the verbal constructions. In phase 2, 
when adjectival constructions are used more frequently, their token frequency 
variance is higher than that of verbal constructions. This means that there is more 
variability in adjectival constructions in phase 2 compared to verbal constructions. It 
is also noteworthy that in phase 2, the token frequency variance of verbal 
constructions is lower than in phase 1 indicating that when a certain subsystem is not 
focused on, its variability decreases. In phase 3, when the use of verbal and adjectival 
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constructions become more balanced, the variance in token frequency does not differ 
considerably between the two construction types. 

Table 14 Lena’s different phases of construction use: the mean frequencies and the variance 
of verbal and adjectival evaluative constructions 

  Token frequencyª Type frequency Token frequency 

variance 

Phase Weeks Verb. Adj. Verb. Adj.  Verb.  Adj.  

1a 1–9  2.84 0.26 1.75 0.22 4.99 0.14 

1b 10–12  2.41 2.16 0.95 0.91 2.30 2.39 

2 13–25  1.04 2.74 0.84 1.78 0.43 2.46 

3 26–36  1.19 1.32 0.73 0.79 1.63 1.80 

ªThe token and type frequencies are calculated per 100 words.  

The operationalization of variability was straightforward for constructions used 
to express existentiality: the different linguistic means used to express existentiality 
were traced for each learner. The results show that some learners were more variable 
than others in terms of the different constructions used to express this meaning: two 
participants, Lena and Jungo, tried out many different constructions, while the other 
two, Alvaro and Khadiza, used almost exclusively the conventional Finnish 
existential construction. It is worth noting that Alvaro and Khadiza started to express 

this meaning more frequently after the pedagogical intervention. In other words, the 
learners who were not discovering an L2 independently seemed to need a stronger 
external force to set the system in motion. More adventurous learners, on the other 
hand, may find the conventional way to express a certain meaning by trying out for 
themselves how the L2 works. It was also found that Lena, who was the most 
adventurous learner in terms of her existential constructions, because of the high 
degree of variability in her expressions, was also the most successful learner, as was 
shown when the learners’ general proficiency was evaluated at the end of their 
studies. For a more detailed discussion, see the original research article of the fourth 
substudy: Variability and the effect of instruction in L2 Finnish.  

Comparison of these findings with those of other CDST-oriented studies 
confirms the association between increased variability and progress. For 
development to take place, the learner needs to try things out, which leads to 
increased variability, especially in the early stages of learning (Ellis 1994; Thelen & 
Smith 1994; Spoelman & Verspoor 2010; Tilma 2014). It can also be suggested that 
high degrees of variability predict success later on (see also Chan, Verspoor & 
Vahtrick 2015; Lowie & Verspoor 2019; Huang, Steinkrauss & Vespoor in prep.). This 
study was able to show that similar variability patterns to those found in earlier 
studies are also found when the investigation sets out from meaning.  
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3. L2 learners can develop an abstract construction quickly, but also lexically 
specific constructions play a role in development (RQ3) 

 
In usage-based approaches to language learning, it is assumed that learners develop 
their constructions bottom-up, that is, that general patterns of the target language are 
derived from lexically specific, formulaic items that are tied to specific usage events 
(e.g. Tomasello 2003; Dąbrowska & Lieven 2005; Eskildsen 2009; Langacker 2009). 
This means that learners start off with constructions that show very little variation in 
both form and function. Later on, the constructions become more variable as the 
learner discovers the different functions of different parts of the construction and is 
able to vary them. (E.g. Dąbrowska 2001; Tomasello 2003; Dąbrowska & Lieven 2005; 
Mellow 2006; Eskildsen  2009, 2012, 2018; Roehr-Brackin 2014.) This kind of learning 
path was first established for L1 development and it was Ellis (2002: 170) who 
suggested it as ‘a default guideline’ for studying L2 development as well.  

This default guideline has been shown in some studies in which L2 
constructions have developed from lexically specific items (e.g. Mellow 2006; 
Eskildsen 2009, 2012; Roehr-Brackin 2014). However, there is evidence that L2 
learners may also develop abstract representation relatively quickly without first 
using formulaic, lexically specific constructions (Eskildsen 2012, 2015; Roehr-Brackin 
2014). The findings of this study support both these views. When the two 
constructions that the participants used to express evaluation were investigated, it 
was found that the learners’ initial constructions formed a continuum from lexically 
specific to abstract and productive (see Table 16). Some constructions were initially 
relatively fixed (Lena’s haluaisin matkustaa + NP ‘I would like to travel + NP’ and 
Jungo’s haluaisin + NFC ‘I would like + NFC’). Some constructions sprang from 
slightly more variable schemas, in which both the main verb and the complement 
showed variation (all of the learners’ tykkään ‘I like’ and tykkäätkö ‘do you like’ had an 
open slot for a noun phrase, a non-finite clause, or both). Some of their constructions 
were highly variable, supporting the interpretation of an abstract representation 
(Alvaro’s and Khadiza’s haluta + non-finite clause and haluta + non-finite clause). For 

a more detailed discussion on these findings, see the original research article of the 
third substudy: Lexically specific vs. productive constructions in L2 Finnish learners. 
For the existential construction, it was also found that some of the learners developed 
the construction from lexically specific items but others relied on more variable 
expressions (see the fourth substudy: Variability and the effect of instruction in L2 
Finnish). It can be concluded that L2 learners might develop relatively abstract 
representations quickly without using only lexically specific items first. 

We can speculate on the reasons for this kind of quick development of an 
abstract schema. One reason could be that L2 learners make use of their L1 when 
forming L2 expressions (e.g. Cadierno 2004; Cadierno & Ruiz 2006; Smiskova-
Gustafsson 2013). Also the fact the Finnish is a morphologically rich language may 
play a role in the quick development of abstractness because learners are exposed to 
a greater number of different exemplars (see Steinkrauss 2009). Instruction may also 
have an effect: the participants in this study may have developed explicit knowledge 
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about the constructions from the teaching they received (for the role of explicit 
knowledge in usage-based learning, see Roehr-Brackin 2014).  

  Regarding the role of lexically specific expressions, it was also found that some 
L2 constructions might be relatively formulaic even when some schematization has 
already taken place. Khadiza seems to be a learner who recycled lexical material also 
at the end of the period of data collection. This finding shows that lexically fixed, 
formulaic expressions might also characterize later stages of L2 development, and 
the use of prefabricated chunks may be important for fluent production at any stage 
of L2 development (compare Barlow 2018).  

 
4. Instruction can help learners to find the conventional way to express a 

certain meaning, but instruction is not always helpful in achieving a high 
level of accuracy (RQ4) 

 
In Complex Dynamic Systems Theory, it is seen that the developing L2 interacts with 
external resources, like the time invested in learning, motivation, or instruction (see 
e.g. Larsen-Freeman & Cameron 2008; Verspoor, de Bot, & Lowie 2011).  In this study, 
the external resource that was investigated was instruction. It was found that 
instruction can help learners find conventional ways to express a certain meaning, 
but the pedagogical interventions were not effective for the development of accuracy.  

When the constructions that were used to express existentiality were studied, it 
was found that besides the conventional existential construction (e.g. Suomessa on 
paljon järviä ‘There are many lakes in Finland’), two learners, Lena and Jungo, used 
several other creative constructions to express this meaning. The learners used these 
constructions especially before the pedagogical interventions, but they kept using 
some of them also after the interventions. There was, nevertheless, a clear trend 
toward increased use of the conventional existential construction and less use of the 
other, unconventional, constructions. This can be seen clearly in, for example, Lena’s 
data (see Figure 18, where blue and red arrows indicate the timing of the two 
pedagogical interventions). From this it can be concluded that instruction may be an 
effective external resource in causing changes in L2. For a more detailed discussion, 
see the original research article of the fourth substudy: Variability and the effect of 
instruction in L2 Finnish.  
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Figure 18 Frequencies of constructions used to express existentiality: Lena 

These findings raise the question of the timing of a pedagogical intervention. 
Different views have been put forward as to what is a good time for a pedagogical 
interventions. It has been argued that an intervention is especially effective 1) when 
the learner has a communicative need for the construction (Aalto, Mustonen & Tukia 
2009) or 2) when the learner’s linguistic system exhibits a lot of variability (Larsen-
Freeman & Cameron 2008). Larsen-Freeman and Cameron (2008) point out that when 
the learner language exhibits a lot of variability, the learner’s developing language 
system undergoes changes with less energy than during more stable periods. As two 
participants in this study, Lena and Jungo, seemed to have a communicative need to 
express the meaning of existentiality from early on in their studies and we can 
observe relatively high degrees of variability in their data initially (see Figure 18 for 
Lena), it could be argued that an earlier timing of the pedagogical intervention might 
have been beneficial for these learners. For the less variable learners, Alvaro and 
Khadiza, the main pedagogical intervention seemed to trigger the use of the 
existential construction. This can be seen clearly in Figure 19, which shows Alvaro’s 
increased use of the conventional existential construction after the main pedagogical 
intervention (indicated with the red arrow). It could be argued that the less variable 
learners, who were not trying out different ways to express this targeted meaning, 
needed the pedagogical intervention to start using this construction.  
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Figure 19 Frequencies of constructions used to express evaluation: Alvaro 

Regarding accuracy in the existential construction, this study shows that 
inaccurate forms of the subject were produced also after the pedagogical intervention, 
which had focused very much on the form of the subject. This suggests that an 
explicit focus on form is not necessarily useful for the development of accuracy. This 
finding on the development of accuracy in the subject of an existential construction is 
in line with Kajander (2013), who shows that accuracy in this context remains 
relatively low until the B2 level. For a more detailed discussion, see the fourth 
substudy.  

 
In the following four sections, the main results and discussions of the substudies are 
presented. The research questions of the substudies are presented in Table 15. The 
two arrows in the table visualize the research process: the findings of Substudy 1 
provided the hypotheses for Substudies 2 and 3.  
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Table 15 Research questions of the substudies 

Study RQs 

1 1. What constructions does the learner use to express evaluation, how 
do they develop over time, and what type of interactions can be 
observed between the constructions? 

2. How does the learner diversify her constructions as she becomes 
more proficient? 

3. Does the development of constructions go mainly from lexically 
specific items to more schematic, abstract constructions?  

2 1. What types of constructions do the learners use to express evaluation 
and what types of interaction can be observed between these 
constructions? 

2. What kinds of patterns of variability can be observed in the use of 
the different types of evaluative constructions? 

3 1. Does the development of the haluta ‘want’ and tykätä ‘like’ 
constructions of four Finnish L2 learners start with lexically specific 
expressions? 

2. Do these initial constructions develop into more abstract patterns 
over time?  

4 1. What kind of learning trajectories do the four learners show when 
expressing the meaning that is conventionally expressed with the 
existential construction in Finnish? 

2. What kind of impact does the pedagogical intervention have on the 
four learners’ use of e-constructions?  

3. What kind of impact does the pedagogical intervention have on the 
four learners’ accuracy in the use of e-constructions? 

 
All articles have multiple authors and the corresponding author of all papers is 

Sirkku Lesonen. The corresponding author has carried through the most significant 
part of the research. The original research plan and the research problems have been 
formulated by the corresponding author, and they have been defined together with 
the co-authors. The data collection, transcription, coding, selection, and analysis have 
been carried out by the corresponding author. Issues concerning the data selection 
and analysis have been discussed and solved together with the co-authors. The co-
authors have contributed to scientific discussions about the content of the research 
articles. The articles have been written by the corresponding author and they have 
been commented by the co-authors. Issues concerning the content and the structure 
of the papers have been discussed together with the co-authors, and the 
corresponding author has made the final decisions concerning these aspects. All co-
authors have accepted the final versions of the papers before publication or 
submission.  
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5.2 Substudy 1: Expressing evaluation in Finnish: Competitive 
interaction and variability in one learner 

Lesonen, S., Suni, M., Steinkrauss, R. & Verspoor, M.  2017. From conceptualization 
to constructions in Finnish as an L2: a case study. Pragmatics & Cognition. 24:2. 212–
262. 
 
Substudy 1 is a case study which investigated one learner’s, Lena’s, expressions of 
evaluation and their development over time. The study aimed to answer the 
following research questions:  

 
1. What constructions does the learner use to express evaluation, how do they 
develop over time and what type of interactions can be observed between the 
constructions? 
 
2. How does the learner diversify her constructions as she becomes more proficient? 
 

3. Does the development of constructions go mainly from lexically specific items to 
more schematic, abstract constructions?  
 

The first main finding of this study is that the learner, Lena, used almost 
exclusively verbal constructions (e.g. Minä tykkäsin *kaikki ruuasta ‘I liked *all the 
food’) and adjectival constructions (*kasvastudeiden on tosi hyvä ‘and the education 

(science) is really good’) to express evaluation. Moreover, we can observe phases 
when these constructions were in competitive interaction with each other or one was 
used at the expense of the other (see Figure 15). Initially, Lena used mainly verbal 
constructions and the use of adjectival constructions was very restricted (Phase 1). 
When the pattern flipped and adjectival constructions were used more frequently 
and more variably compared to their initial use, the use of verbal constructions 
decreased (Phase 2). In the last weeks of the period of observation, the pattern was 
more mixed: there was no clear preference for one construction or the other (Phase 3).  

The second main finding of this study is that variability was higher for the 
construction being explored by the learner. In other words, when Lena used verbal 
constructions in the first weeks, their token frequency showed more variability than 
the token frequency of adjectival constructions. In the adjectival phase, the token 
frequency of adjectival constructions exhibited more variability than the token 
frequency of verbal constructions (see the moving min–max graphs in Figures 20 and 
21). A similar pattern of variability could also be observed when the range of 
constructions was analyzed qualitatively. Initially, Lena used only one adjectival-like 
construction, lempi ‘favorite’; in other words, the variability in her adjectival 

constructions was low. When she began to explore adjectival constructions, the 
variability in verbal constructions decreased and she relied on the tykätä ‘like’ and 
haluta ‘want’ constructions that were familiar to her from the previous weeks. 
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Figure 20 Variability in token frequency of verbal constructions: Lena 

 

Figure 21 Variability in token frequency of adjectival constructions: Lena 

These first two findings are very much in line with previous Complex Dynamic 
Systems (CDST)-oriented studies. The competitive relationship found in Lena’s 
trajectory shows that in a complex, dynamic system - like a developing L2 - a change 
in one component has the potential to affect the whole system (Larsen-Freeman & 
Cameron 2008; Verspoor & van Dijk 2011). The second finding adds to the growing 
body of CDST-oriented research that shows that a high degree of variability can be 
detected in a (sub)system that is developing rapidly (Thelen & Smith 1994; Spoelman 
& Verspoor 2010; Tilma 2014). 

The third main finding of the first substudy is that Lena developed one 
evaluative verbal construction (haluta ‘want’) from a relatively fixed, chunk-like 
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expression, whilst another, similar verbal construction (tykätä  ‘like’) was initially 

more productive. This finding challenges the view posited in usage-based 
approaches to language learning. The way Lena’s tykätä ‘like’ construction developed 
suggests that L2 learners’ constructions can be relatively variable right from the start, 
supporting the idea of an ‘alternative learning path’ (Roehr-Brackin 2014: 771), which 
posits that L2 learners may develop relatively abstract representations quickly even 
though no lexical sequence is repeated (Langacker 2009: 633).  

The second and third substudies were based on the findings of the first 
substudy. In Substudy 2, the aim was to investigate whether similar interactions of 
subsystems and the variability patterns in them could be detected in the other three 
learners’ expressions of evaluation. Substudy 3 sought to test the usage-based 
assumption that L2 learners start with lexically specific, formulaic items. The 
objective of Substudy 3 was to find out whether other the learners developed their 
tykätä ‘like’ and haluta ‘want’ constructions from lexically specific or from more 
productive, abstract patterns. 
 

5.3 Substudy 2: Dynamic patterns of competition and variability in 
four learners’ expressions of evaluation 

Lesonen, S., Steinkrauss, R., Suni, M. & Verspoor, M.  Dynamic Usage-Based 
Principles in the Development of L2 Finnish Evaluative Constructions. Accepted for 
publication. Applied Linguistics.  
 
Substudy 2 investigates the four learners’ developmental paths in expressing 
evaluation. This study is based on the findings of the first substudy. This study 
aimed to investigate to what extent similar dynamic patterns of interaction and 
variability could be found in the development of the other three participants. The 

research questions were: 
 

1. What types of constructions do the learners use to express evaluation and what 
types of interaction can be observed between these constructions? 
 

2. What kinds of patterns of variability can be observed in the use of the different 
types of evaluative constructions?  
 
Based on Substudy 1, two hypotheses were formulated.  
 
H1: The learners will use mainly two constructions (verbal and adjectival) to express 
evaluations, and these constructions have a competitive relationship.  
 
H2: When one construction type is being explored, this construction will show more 
variability compared to the other type. 
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The first hypothesis is supported. All four learners, Lena, Khadiza, Alvaro, and 
Jungo, used verbal and adjectival constructions almost exclusively to express 
evaluation and these two constructions showed a competitive relationship with each 
other or one type was used at the expense of the other at certain points in their 
development. All of the learners started off with verbal constructions, and during 
this phase the use of adjectival constructions was restricted. This is clearly visible for 
example in Khadiza’s data (see Figure 22 and 23, Phase 1a). Later on, the four 
learners all had an adjectival phase, during which the use of verbal constructions 
became more limited. Moreover, during this adjectival phase the learners relied on 
verbal constructions that were already familiar to them from the earlier phases. For 
Khadiza, this phase occurred in the last third of the period of observation (Phases 3 
and 4 in Figure 22 and 23). For some learners, this pattern is less pronounced in some 
phases and the learners differ with regard to the timing of this adjectival phase. Like 
with Khadiza, Alvaro’s adjectival phase came at the end of the period of observation, 
while Lena and Jungo went through the adjectival phase immediately after the verbal 
phase. These findings are consistent with earlier CDST findings in other longitudinal 
studies showing that the development of one aspect of a linguistic system might 
happen at the expense of another aspect (Spoelman & Verspoor 2010; Tilma 2014). 
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Figure 22 Use of verbal constructions over time: Khadiza 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 23 Use of adjectival constructions over time: Khadiza 

The second hypothesis is partly supported. For Lena, Jungo, and Khadiza, in 
the verbal phase, variability was higher for verbal constructions and in the adjectival 
phase it was higher for adjectival constructions. For Alvaro, the variability patterns 
do not support the second hypothesis. In his initial verbal phase, adjectival 
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constructions exhibited more variability. However, in his adjectival phase in the last 
weeks, the variability was higher for adjectival constructions than for verbal 
constructions, which is in agreement with our hypothesis. This finding is consistent 
with the commonly held hypothesis in DCST approaches that a system that is 
undergoing changes and is in a phase of rapid progress shows more variability than 
a system in a phase of slower progress (e.g. Thelen & Smith 1994; Verspoor, Lowie & 
van Dijk 2008; Larsen-Freeman & Cameron 2008; van Dijk, Verspoor & Lowie 2011;). 
This can be explained by the fact that trying out new ways of expressing a certain 
meaning leads to instability of the system and hence to an increase in variability. 
Variability is therefore related to progress. As pointed out by Lowie and Verspoor, 
“without variability, no learning can take place” (2018: 202).  

When the participants’ expressions of evaluation were compared with the L1 
speakers’ control data, it was clear that L1 speakers use more varied linguistic means 
to express evaluation. The control data show that L1 speakers use verbal (Example 43, 
pidän ‘I like’), adjectival (Example 44, kaunis ‘beautiful’, rauhallinen ‘peaceful’), noun 
(Example 43, tuskaa ‘pain’), or other (Example 45, liian ‘too’) constructions to express 

evaluation. One group of expressions was categorized as mixed because in these 
complex expressions it was difficult to pinpoint the evaluative lexical element, so the 
evaluative meaning was dependent on the whole expression (Example 46).  

 
(43) Pidän esimerkiksi tanssimisesta ja tenniksestä, mutta varsinainen kuntoilu 

 tuottaa minulle tuskaa ’ 
 ‘I like for example dancing and tennis, but proper fitness training 

 causes me pain’ 

 
(44) Suomi on kaunis ja rauhallinen maa  
 ‘Finland is a beautiful and peaceful country’ 
 
(45)  Juna oli liian täynnä 

  ‘The train was too full’ 
 
(46)  Työ oli vieläpä sellainen, jota kehtaa näyttääkin  
 ‘The work was actually at such a level that I dare to show it to other

  people’ 
 
Even such a small amount of data shows that L1 speakers have a large 

repertoire of different constructions to express evaluation. In the L1 data, there are 
also many expressions that may be seen as “normal ways of saying things” 
(Langacker 2008: 84) or conventionalized ways of saying things (CWOSTs) (see 
Smiskova-Gustafsson 2013). L1 speakers of Finnish seem to prefer these ways of 
expressing a certain notion out of all of the ways that the grammar and lexicon of the 
language might allow. For example, expressions like kuntoilu tuottaa minulle 
tuskaa ’fitness training causes me pain’ or Suomesta löytyy jokaiselle jotakin ’In Finland, 
there is something for everyone’ seem like CWOSTs, just like when I grow up is a 
CWOST while the expression when I am a grown up adult is not (Smiskova-Gustafsson 
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2013). The results of this study show that L2 speakers’ repertoire of these expressions 
is much smaller, and that relying on only two types of construction is a learner 
strategy. One reason for this is that L2 speakers’ exposure to the language has been 
much more limited than L1 speakers’ (see Smiskova-Gustafsson 2013).  

5.4 Substudy 3: Variability as a sign of abstractness: The role of 
formulaic and abstract constructions in beginner learners’ 
language 

Lesonen, S., Steinkrauss, R., Suni, M. & Verspoor, M. Lexically specific vs. productive 
constructions in L2 Finnish learners. Accepted for publication. Language & 
Cognition. 
  
Substudy 3 aimed to investigate the commonly held hypothesis in usage-based 
linguistics that L2 development, like L1 development, begins with the use of lexically 
specific, formulaic constructions that develop into more productive and abstract 
patterns over time (see Ellis 2002: 170). This study is based on the findings of the first 
substudy, which found that Lena’s haluta ‘want’ and tykätä ‘like’ constructions 
developed in different ways. The haluta ‘want’ was rather formulaic initially, while 
tykätä ‘like’ was more variable and productive. This study aimed to answer the 
following research questions:  

 
1. Does the development of the haluta ‘want’ and tykätä ‘like’ constructions of four 
Finnish L2 learners start with lexically specific expressions? 

 
2. Do these initial constructions develop into more abstract patterns over time?  
 
Two hypotheses were formulated:  

 
H1: Learners start mostly with lexically specific constructions but constructions 
might also already be more abstract initially.  

 
H2: Initial constructions develop into more abstract patterns but learners will show 
different levels of abstractness in their constructions at the end of the period of 
observation. 

 
The first hypothesis is not supported. While some relatively formulaic constructions 
were found (Lena’s and Jungo’s haluta ‘want’), learners mostly started off with more 
productive patterns (all learners’ tykätä ‘like’ and Alvaro’s and Khadiza’s haluta 

‘want’). Table 16 summarizes the findings as regards the initial use of the 
constructions. 
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Table 16 All learners’ haluta ’want’ and tykätä ’like’ constructions at the beginning of the data  
collection 

 
 
Formulaic                                                                                                              Schematic 
 

 
Lena’s haluta 

 
Jungo’s haluta 

 
All learners’ tykätä 

 
Alvaro’s and 
Khadiza’s haluta 

    
   

[tykkään +NP]L,J,A,K 
[tykkään + NFC]J,A,K 
[tykkäätkö + NP]L,J,A,K 
[tykkäätkö +NFC]A,K 
[en tykkää + NP]L 
Tykkäät?A 

 
   

[haluaisin matkustaa +NP] 
Haluaisitko matkustaa?  

[haluaisin + NFC] 
En haluaisi opiskella 

[HALUTA + NFC] 
[HALUTA + NP] 

   
 

   

 
 

Both Lena and Jungo relied strongly on the first person singular conditional 
form at the beginning. Lena used only one verb in the non-finite clause and kept on 
reusing the chunk haluaisin matkustaa ‘I would like to travel’. Jungo used several 
different non-finite clauses in the construction and his pattern was hence a bit more 
productive than Lena’s. All of the learners were more productive with their tykätä 
‘like’ constructions: every learner used two or three different forms of tykätä ‘like’ 
and combined them with different noun phrases (NP) and/or non-finite clauses 
(NFC). Alvaro’s and Khadiza’s haluta ‘want’ construction was even more productive. 
Several different forms of the haluta ‘want’ were combined with several different NPs 

and NFCs. These findings from Finnish L2 data show that the traditional assumption 
that also L2 learners usually start with formulaic expressions does not hold true. 
Some earlier studies have shown that both lexically specific and more productive 
patterns can be used in the initial phases of L2 learning (Eskildsen 2012, 2015; Roehr-
Brackin 2014), and this study adds to this body of literature.  

The second hypothesis is supported. All of the constructions develop toward a 
more productive schema but there are differences in the level of productivity 
between constructions and learners. Regarding the differences between the 
constructions, tykätä ‘like’ was conjugated in fewer forms than haluta ‘want’, but this 
difference may tell us more about the differences between these two verbs than the 
learning trajectories of the learners: haluta is more frequent than tykätä and it is also 

more versatile in terms of use. Regarding the differences between the learners, the 
continuum of productivity is shown in Table 17. Jungo’s haluta + NP and Lena’s 
tykätä + NFC were semi-schematic constructions: these patterns were only used with 

one form of the main verb. 
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Table 17 All learners’ haluta ’want’ and tykätä ’like’ constructions at the end of the data collection 

 
Formulaic                                                                                                              Schematic 
 

 
Jungo’s haluta + NP 
Lena’s and Jungo’s 
tykätä + NFC 

 
Khadiza’s tykätä + 
NFC 

 
All learners’ tykätä 

 
Alvaro’s and 
Khadiza’s haluta 

 
[haluavat +NP]J 
[tykkään + NFC]L,J 

 
[TYKÄTÄ+ NFC]  
 
 

 
[HALUTA + NFC]  

 
[HALUTA + NFC]L,J,A 
[HALUTA + NP] L, A 

[TYKÄTÄ+ NP]L,J,A,K 

 
This finding is in line with Eskildsen (2009), who showed that an L2 English 

learner’s linguistic inventory of the can construction consisted of interconnected 
utterance schemas, in other words, the learner did not develop a fully abstract 
construction. Khadiza’s tykätä + NFC and haluta + NFC were used with more forms 
of the main verb than Jungo’s and Lena’s semi-schematic constructions shown in the 
first column in Table 15, but her repertoire was quite limited. She used fewer forms 
of haluta and tykätä than the other learners (see Other constructions in Table 15). 
Moreover, she recycled lexical material within the constructions more than the other 
learners did. This finding shows that prefabricated chunks play a role in L2 speakers’ 
production not only in the initial stages but also later on (for a comparison of 
findings on proficient speakers, see Barlow 2018). Other constructions under 
investigation developed towards highly productive and abstract patterns: both the 
verb itself and the complements showed a lot of variability in the last weeks. This 
result seems to be consistent with Eskildsen and Cadierno (2007), who found that L2 
learners might develop even fully abstract schemas.   

5.5 Substudy 4: Variability and the effect of instruction in L2 Finnish: 
Developing the Finnish existential construction 

Lesonen, S., Steinkrauss, R., Suni, M. & Verspoor M. Variability and the effect of 

instruction in L2 Finnish. Manuscript.    
 
Substudy 4 investigates what kind of learning trajectories the learners show in 
expressing the meaning that is conventionally expressed with the existential 
construction in Finnish. The aim was also to investigate the interaction between 
individual learning trajectories and the pedagogical interventions.  
 
The research questions and hypothesis are:  
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1) What kind of learning trajectories do the four learners show when expressing the 
meaning that is conventionally expressed with the existential construction in Finnish? 
 
2) What kind of impact does the pedagogical intervention have on the four learners’ 
use of existential constructions? 
 

3) What kind of impact does the pedagogical intervention have on the four learners’ 
accuracy in the use of e-constructions? 
 
H1: There will be variation and variability: each learner will show an individual 
learning path, characterized by progress and regress and variability in the forms that 
are used. 
 

H2: Because L2 learning proceeds individually, also the influence of teaching is 
expected to be different for each learner. However, we expect that after the explicit 
treatment the number of e-constructions will increase.  
 
H3: We expect that the explicit treatment will increase the accuracy of the e-
construction.  

 
This study shows that the learners’ trajectories exhibited different degrees of 

variability in terms of the different constructions used. Lena and Jungo were 
adventurous learners, who tried out many different constructions to express the 
targeted meaning. These constructions included unconventional constructions like 
Jyväskylä on kaupunki paljon *siltan kanssa ‘Jyväskylä is a city with many bridges’, *ole 
olemassa monta *sukkeja ‘exists many socks’, and se ei ole kylmä ‘it is not cold’. Alvaro 

and Khadiza, in contrast, were more limited: they used almost exclusively the 
Finnish existential construction, like Bangladeshissa on paljon *ihmiset ‘There are many 
people in Bangladesh’, to express this meaning. For all of the learners, the instruction 
increased the use of the conventional Finnish existential construction. For the 
adventurous learners, Lena and Jungo, there was an increase in the proportion of 
conventional existential constructions and a decline in the proportion of 
unconventional ones after the pedagogical intervention. For Alvaro and Khadiza, 
who were less variable in their ways to express existentiality, the pedagogical 
intervention seems to have led to their articulation of the idea of existentiality much 
more frequently. It therefore seems that these learners needed the instruction to point 
out the linguistic construction that is used to express the meaning of existentiality in 
Finnish.  

In line with studies carried out within the framework of Complex Dynamic 
Systems Theory, this finding suggests that on the way toward more conventional 
ways of using the L2, learners need to try out different ways of expressing meanings 

(see e.g. van Dijk, Verspoor & Lowie 2011; Lowie & Verspoor 2019). When the most 
effective strategies have been found, less effective strategies can be discarded and the 
variability in L2 decreases, as was the case with Lena and Jungo. For learners who do 
not try out and discover a certain aspect of the L2 for themselves, like Alvaro and 
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Khadiza, an external resource, in this case instruction, might be needed to bring 
about changes in the system.  

Regarding the accuracy of the existential construction, the form of the subject 
was the most inaccurate element of the construction for all learners. Although the 
pedagogical intervention put clear emphasis on the form of the subject (whether the 
nominative or the partitive case is used), the learners produced non-target forms also 
after the pedagogical intervention. This may be due to several reasons. First, whether 
the nominative or the partitive case is chosen for the subject within the existential 
construction depends on several issues (affirmative vs. negative construction, subject 
is countable vs. uncountable, subject is referring to definite vs. indefinite amount) 
and applying all these rules may be challenging for the learner. Second, if the 
partitive case is needed (in negation, or when referring to an indefinite amount of a 
countable thing), forming the partitive form, especially the partitive plural, is a 
complex issue in Finnish (see e.g. VISK § 81). Therefore, it is not surprising that the 
form of the subject within the existential construction has been shown to be 
problematic for L2 Finnish learners also in earlier studies (Ivaska 2010, 2011; 
Kajander 2013). Also the use of the partitive in general “remains a constant struggle” 
for L2 Finnish learners (Spoelman 2014: 55). The findings of this study suggest that 
since the rules for both the case choice within the existential construction and 
forming the accurate case (partitive plural) are complex, instruction should not focus 
on explaining the rules and analyzing the structures. Instead, it should be expected 
that extensive exposure and meaningful practice are needed to increase accuracy.  

By starting the investigation from meaning, i.e. using the onomasiological 
approach, this study was able to show what linguistic means beginner L2 Finnish 

learners actually try out when developing their communicative competence. These 
findings suggest that instruction as an external resource can play an important role in 
causing changes in some aspects of the developing L2 system. For expressing a 
certain meaning in the conventional way, instruction can be a significant factor in 
learners’ development. However, where accuracy is concerned, instruction seems to 
be less effective.  
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